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Week of 2nd August 2021 

What’s on our mind this week? 

Against all odds Huawei launches a new smartphone  

Huawei’s new flagship smartphone, the P50, was launched last week. Some may not think 

twice about it but it is actually a surprising move for Huawei as it is still the target of US 

sanctions. The launch was delayed by half a year as Huawei’s usual P-series launches are 

in February. The biggest hardware upgrade was on the camera side where the total 

number of pixels used was increased by 30% (compared to the previous P40 model). Also, 

the phone adopted Huawei’s proprietary operating system (OS) - Harmony, instead of 

Google’s Android OS. The new OS allows the P50 to have an enhanced user interface with 

a number of convenient new features. However, one major element was missing: the 5G 

communication chip, a direct consequence of the US sanctions. 

The P50 uses one of two different APs (Application Processor) depending on its level of 

inventory: the Kirin 9000 made by HiSilicon, and the Snapdragon 888 produced by 

Qualcomm. The user could not tell the difference between the two versions. Surprisingly 

both chips use the most cutting-edge 5 nanometre (nm) semiconductor process. But 

neither supports 5G communications. This may give us some clarity over how the 

sanctions work and what a company such as Huawei can or cannot do.  

The Kirin 9000 chip is designed by HiSilicon, a semiconductor chip-designer subsidiary of 

Huawei. Manufacturing is subcontracted to TSMC in Taiwan using their 5nm process. 

However, under the US sanctions, Huawei has been prevented from using this 

manufacturing process since September last year. Thus, the Kirin 9000 chips that are used 

for the P50 are the remaining inventory that HiSilicon ordered from TSMC before 

September last year.  

This implies two things: 1) Huawei’s orders to TSMC before the sanctions hit in September 

last year were of considerable magnitude, and the company is still holding some inventory 

left-over from it; and 2) it also confirms that the sales of the Mate 40, another of Huawei’s 

smartphones using the same chip, were quite weak. We already knew that between the 

Q3 2020 launch and February 2021, only 4.5m units of the Mate 40 had been sold, about 
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half of the amount of Mate 30 sold over the same period a year earlier. The P50 is expected 

to be the last model of Huawei’s smartphones to use a Kirin processor.  

The other chip used in the P50 is Qualcomm’s Snapdragon 888. This is the most advanced 

smartphone AP designed by US company Qualcomm. It is produced in Samsung’s factory 

with a 5nm semiconductor process. Many flagship smartphones like Samsung’s Galaxy 

S21, Xiaomi’s Mi11, and Vivo’s X70, are using this chip for their 5G smartphones. However, 

Huawei’s Snapdragon 888 does not provide 5G communication. This clarifies the 

technology sanctions’ boundaries placed by the US government, which has always been 

a grey area to outside observers. Chinese companies on the entity list can still access the 

5nm and 7nm chip manufacturing processes as long as it is not a direct manufacturing 

order placed by the smartphone company but instead an order placed by the chip design 

house (Qualcomm in this case) on behalf of its smartphone client. However, the Chinese 

companies cannot get access to 5G communication technology that relies entirely on US 

technology. It is quite ironical to see that after being praised for its lead in 5G networks, 

5G is now a technology Huawei can no longer offer. 

Most of the new premium smartphones from Samsung, Xiaomi, Oppo, and Vivo are 5G 

models. Apple shifted to faster 5G technology last year for its iPhone 12 series and plans 

to add 5G to its lower-cost iPhone SE next year. Can Huawei survive without sourcing 5G 

chips? Probably not. Who in China would buy a phone without 5G? And in parts of the 

world that do not have 5G who would buy a smartphone that doesn’t have Android but 

only the Chinese Harmony OS?  

Might there be a way around for Huawei to offer 5G under the US sanctions? Perhaps, but 

not a good one. Huawei could order 14nm 5G communication chips from SMIC, the 

Chinese semiconductor manufacturing company, although SMIC does not produce them 

at this stage, and still use the 5nm AP chips from Qualcomm or from its Taiwanese 

competitor Mediatek. Huawei could then offer 5G smartphones, but the speed of such 

phone would be slower than that of its competitors, and it would eventually lose 

relevancy. 

Huawei’s share of the global smartphone market has already plunged from its peak of 

20% in Q2 2020 to 4% in Q1 2021. Huawei’s longer-term strategy is expected to be as a 

software provider which licenses its proprietary OS rather than as a smartphone maker. 
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Perhaps this launch was only a way to display the Harmony OS capabilities which has been 

designed as an open platform for anyone to adopt. 

Can China free itself from its dependence on US chip technology? Currently there is no 

Chinese self-made 5G AP in the market. However, the Chinese state-owned conglomerate 

Tsinghua Unigroup has a subsidiary named Uni SOC (previously known as Spreadtrum) 

which produces 4G APs. It had a 4% market share in the Chinese smartphone market in 

2020 (from nothing in 2019). The company keeps expanding its reach to brands like 

Honor, Realme, and Lenovo. It is currently free from US sanctions. Thus, it can directly 

access the 5nm process provided by both TSMC and Samsung to manufacture 5G AP 

chips. It is already trying to manufacture 5G AP chips under a 6nm process. Although 

Tsinghua Unigroup and its related entities are not listed, we are closely observing its 

advancement, especially at a time when the Chinese government is actively pursuing the 

goal of becoming technology independent from the United States.  
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